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Abstract 

 

 The idea of a welfare state, as well as variety of its implementations in different 

European states, made the development of the EU social policy an exceptionally 

difficult task. In order to overcome adopted in the EU rules of division of competences, 

which earlier left social policy within the competence of member states, several 

inventions have appeared. Among them the Open Method of Coordination and the 

Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union. Nevertheless the crucial concept 

which still works as a mind-set in this area is that of a welfare state. Since in different 

member states its understanding varies, the development of the EU social policy will 

depend on several conditions. The most important seem to be the following two. 

First, the progress of community method-based governance of the EU, which 

would limit its intergovernmental dimension. Second, innovative coexistence of a 

principle of state‟s social protection with competitiveness of the EU on the global scene.  

Both conditions are linked to the necessary revision of understanding of social 

protection which, in general perception, has been tied to the idea of a welfare state. In 

its current role this idea works as a barrier for realistic and effective social policy. Also, 

some of the current instruments of social policy which are in place in different EU 

member states need to be revised. Such revision appears almost impossible if left 

entirely within the competence of the member states. Therefore the primary condition of 

the future social policy of the EU is radical strengthening  of community method-based 

governance of the EU. In order to make it feasible some measures that would increase 

EU solidarity seem to be imperative. 

 

 

 

 

It is increasingly obvious, that almost all major problems of the EU have links to 

the inefficiency of governance of the Union, which is the result of its ambiguous , 

“hybrid” political form. In fact the essence of the problem lies in the fact that the EU is 

still far from being a real union. The disaster in the global financial system, which 

revealed also the weaknesses of the fiscal regime of the Eurozone, made it clear that 

further development of the EU and even its sustainability will be impossible without 
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greater financial  discipline within the whole community. The social unrest in Greece, 

following  announcement of government‟s budgetary austerity measures, imposed by 

international institutions in order to tighten the country‟s spending and enforce a rigid 

saving policy,  was a spectacular demonstration of the linkages between fiscal and 

social policy. The dissatisfaction of the public in reaction  to the similar measures in 

other EU states, for example in Spain but also in the U.K.,  showed that common EU 

rules, both in financial and social policies, might have spared EU at least some of the 

effects of the economic and financial crises. The problem is that both areas –fiscal and 

social – have been left within the Member States competencies. The EU Stability and 

Growth Pact has been limited to the outcome of the internal fiscal policy and its 

macroeconomic indicators, which,  as it happened,  was not enough. Only after dramatic 

development of the  situation in Greece it became clear that what the EU needs is a 

deeper intervention of  supranational EU authorities into economic and financial 

policies as well as practices of the Member States‟  governments . The possibility of 

such intervention will have to be based on legal solutions which must be established 

through the revision of the existing treaty.  

Social policy  is becoming the natural next target in such improvements of the 

EU governance mechanisms. However, in this area Europeanisation may lead to the 

conflict between the ideal of solidarity – which is supposed to serve the unity of the 

Union - and different approaches  of the Member States to social policy. Maurizio 

Ferrera put this in a compact form saying that “integration has launched a direct 

challenge to the boundaries of welfare, qua institutional foundations of its solidaristic 

mission.” (Ferrera, 2005;11) The main problem is that in order to justify solidarity 

within the EU all countries should have the basic norms of their social policy very 

similar if not identical. The reality is far from that, making the principle of solidarity 

controversial.
1
 How a government of the country with the retirement age of 65 can 

explain to its citizens that it should help to pay the bill of another EU state in which 

retirement age is e.g. 60?  

                                                           
1
 The concept of solidarity has been used in the European discourse in variety of meaning. I have 

discussed that in more details in another paper (Niznik, 2011) 
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At the background of the whole dilemma one can find the idea of a welfare state, 

which became a frame for thinking about the relations between the state and citizens as 

far as their wellbeing is concerned.  Since it is the state‟s practical implementation of  

this idea which is furnishing it with meaning  in everyday discourse, the idea  of a 

welfare state is just taken for granted and for average citizen its sense very rarely 

becomes the matter of reflection.  Moreover, it is inevitably tied to the institution of a 

nation state (Martinsen, 2005). Therefore,  transnationalization  of the welfare seems to 

be the essential change in the popular mindset which was needed as soon as the concept 

of the EU social policy appeared.  This is how in the European framework welfare state 

has turned into a “social Europe” or “European social model”. Of course, variety of 

understandings  of “social Europe” in different European countries reflect variety of 

meanings which the idea of a welfare state has in those countries (Cousins, 2005, Kvist 

and Saari, 2007). Therefore, some authors put it directly: “Contrary to official European 

policy discourse, there are not one but many European social models” (Hermann and 

Hofbauer, 2007; 131). The concept of “European social model”,  which initially was to 

differentiate economic and social strategies of the European Community and the US, 

became a kind of promise of Europeanisation of social policies  of the EU Member 

States.  Since it remained quite vague it has been adopted by variety of political 

orientations  serving different political and ideological objectives. Also,  its vagueness  

allowed  many redefinitions  of this concept , although initially ( what has  been 

attributed to J. Delors), it had clearly socialist  appeal. So it is no surprise that the left 

oriented groups are using it as a synonym of socialist vision of European Union 

(Hermann and Hofbauer, 2007).   

In fact, the whole problem appears to be – first of all – the problem of a 

discourse. The use of the same words, that is  “welfare state” and “social Europe”, 

creates an impression that  the users are operating within the same discourse while, in 

reality, the normative framework of “social Europe”,  which could be reconstructed 

from the European Union‟s regulations, is usually quite far from its national 

interpretations in specific member states. One can only sense that the mental 

associations of welfare with the nation state inevitably had to clash  with attempts of the 

EU supranational system to get involved into social policy  despite the lack of necessary 

competences. The introduction to the White Paper on the European Social Policy, 
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published by European Commission in 1994,  received the title: “Preserving and 

Developing the European Social Model”.  It starts with a section on the shared values  

“that included democracy and individual rights, free collective bargaining,  the market 

economy, equality of opportunity for all and social welfare and solidarity” (p.2).  This 

list of values sais a lot about  the  approach to social policy which has been 

demonstrated in the White Paper. According to this document  the European Social 

Model cannot be limited to the narrowly understood social protection but must include 

basic  economic and political mechanisms which create the necessary conditions for 

social policy.   Although employment, competitiveness and convergence were the main 

issues among the social objectives of the Union addressed in the text, one has a feeling 

that the focus of this publication was on general economic and political framework of 

the newly created European Union.  Therefore,  presenting the view on employment  

and labor relations the White Paper underlined their role for competitiveness of the 

Union.  Also, direct reference to the idea of a welfare state had been made in the section 

entitled: “Maintaining and adapting European model of the welfare state” (p.35). This 

title is especially instructive since it includes both the intention of maintaining the 

welfare state and its “adaptation”, which indicates  that in European framework the very 

idea  of a welfare state needs some kind of rearrangement. The view presented in the 

section recognizes “the diversity of social protection systems” but at the same time 

stresses that “Member States have agreed to foster the convergence of their social 

protection policies”, and this observation is followed with a few recommendations 

which were general enough not to violate Member States authority in the area.  The 14 

years that followed proved both the attachment of Member States to their specific 

understandings of the idea of welfare state and the unchanged view on the essential 

values of the European Social Model (What is European Social Model?, 2008).  It was, 

and still is, the period of struggle aimed at taking responsibility for social matters in the 

EU, while  citizens ( qua national politicians) were still not ready to grant the EU 

necessary competences. The Lisbon Treaty, in Article 2C  of its Horizontal 

Amendments, puts social policy,  among competences which the Union shares with the 

member states in some aspects  (“for the aspects defined in this Treaty”). Nevertheless 

the crucial concept which still works as a mind-set in this area is that of a welfare state. 
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Gráinne de Búrca points out that there is no agreement in the essential question, 

that is whether  EU welfare policy is desirable at all (Búrca , 2005-2).  In this situation it 

is justified to ask whether European social policy indeed exist, or how is it possible ? Its 

presence in official documents  of the EU and observation of some of the internal 

regulations in the Member States led several authors  to the conclusion that what we 

observe is Europeanisation of social protection which itself is secured by the Member 

States  (Kvist and Saari, 2007; 1). This handy concept, Europeanization,  refers to the 

impact of the EU  soft law on social policies of  the Member States. After all, EU in its 

present political form is lacking the basic instruments which could enforce any such 

policy,  starting with the lack of separate social policy budget  which could be supported  

by the European tax system. Maurizio Ferrera, writing about this issue, nevertheless  

suggests that EU has developed “a distinctive social policy, essentially of a regulatory 

type” (Ferrera, 2005; 36). Such observation basically covers what  other  authors have 

in mind when talking about the mechanism of Europeanisation.  It is clear that the 

ongoing process of integration, involving free movements of people,  required 

regulations in this area. They appear e.g. already  in the Treaty of Amsterdam in its 

Social Protocol, and then  in different Directives and Regulations. The aim of this 

process was to enforce certain principles in social protection, which are expected to be 

fulfilled by the Member States, no matter where reside their nationals  who were to 

profit from these principles. Slowly, certain social benefits secured by social security 

schemes in the Member States  have been granted to all residents, no matter what was 

their nationality, as long as they were EU citizens  (with exceptions, which included 

also some third countries nationals of a special status, for example  refugees).  Dorte 

Sindbjerg Martinsen discussed the issue in the frames of exportability and de-

territorialization of welfare (Martinsen, 2005).  

The process of Europeanization of social protection has been perceived also as a 

process of convergence of social policies of the EU Member States although the 

progress of this convergence is still quite modest (Caminada, Goudswaard, Van Vliet, 

2010). Effective convergence would require  elimination of diversities which still exist 

in the understanding  of what the welfare state supposed to be responsible for. At the 

core of the debate, we can always find the idea of the welfare state, since no matter what 

are the Member State‟s  instruments of social protection they suppose to be the 
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implementation of norms which are implied by this idea in a particular society.  

According to some participants of this debates  it is the welfare state idea which needs 

reform. Maurizio Ferrera and Martin Rhodes formulated this suggestion in the 

following words: “The European welfare state is now faced with a difficult challenge of 

internal restructuring, involving a „recasting‟ of many of its traditional instruments and 

objectives. But what exactly is the nature of this challenge? What specific features of 

social protection „European style‟ are most in need of adoption?”(Ferrera, 

Rhodes,2002;1).  According to these authors  main challenges are internal and 

socioeconomic in nature and include demographic change, rising costs of health care , 

high unemployment, low economic growth, but also new patterns of social life reaching 

the households and family relationships. It is clear that the background of those 

challenges may in particular states differ. Therefore, the measures needed to face them 

would be also different. Nevertheless one can expect that certain norms of social 

protection as well as the level of support could be comparable within entire Union. 

Moreover, the welfare state idea has to face challenges which, at least in part, have 

originated in Europe with the process of integration (Bommes and Geddes, 2000, 

Cousins, 2005). According to Fritz Scharpf European integration brought  a 

“constitutional asymmetry” between economic policy, stressing market efficiency, and 

social policy, focusing  at social protection (Scharpf, 2002).  

Although most of the publications  discussed so far have been written before 

2004 enlargement, they all indicate at the background an important problem. It is 

ambivalence between the need for the EU engagement into social protection and its 

constitutional weakness in this area. In the absence of constitutional solutions the rescue 

have been offered by organizational and legal “inventions”,  such as the Open Method 

of Coordination and the Charter of Fundamental Rights. Both inventions were aimed at 

omitting  existing barriers for common policies in certain areas including social policy.  

As it looks like the development of the EU governance  goes through measures 

which conceal their community method- based approach and pretend to develop further 

intergovernmental decision making.  Also the Lisbon Treaty has been publicized as a 

step towards strengthening intergovernmental dimension of the EU political system . 

Europe seems to be in the period in which some of the national elites decided to stress 

particularistic local interest  rather than European ones. This may suggest that in current 
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situation, with its revival of nationalistic  sentiments, development of Eurosceptic 

attitudes, and problems with the unity of the Eurozone, there are little chances for an 

open strategy of deepening  European integration by moving towards stronger political  

union. On the other hand such vital matters like financial stability, security and the need 

for competitiveness in the more and more aggressive global context will probably leave 

no alternative to the stronger political unity of the EU. The debates about solutions for 

the fiscal problems of European countries showed  the radical change of attitudes of 

many European leaders toward this option. The next necessary step will be to gain 

public support  for this course of development. The EU social policy may be on this 

way a very important issue although, for the reasons explained earlier, not an easy one.  

 Europeanisation  of social protection appears to be a complicated task exactly 

because it involves  “recasting” of European welfare state idea (Ferrera and Rodes, 

2002, Greve, 2003-2) . Bent Greve, however, offers solution which supposed to allow 

both convergence of the European models of a welfare state and preserving  some 

national specificities. According to Greve the move toward the common European 

model does not exclude differences in priorities in different countries: “The overall 

convergence towards a common level of spending and ways of financing can thus 

function well together with a respect for difference in prioritizing different areas. 

Politics thus matter but more as a way of making priorities between different choices 

than having an impact on the overall level” (Greve, 2003; 558).  

The general impression from the views reported earlier is that Europeanisation 

of social policy can be perceived either as a move towards common European model of 

a welfare state or as a convergence of social protection schemes existing in the Member 

States. The difference seem to be only in the adopted language since successful 

convergence would mean that the existing models of a welfare state would become very 

similar and, in effect, would  make the idea of social Europe  accomplished.  However, 

if the suggestion of Greve would be implemented this would be a social Europe with 

diversified priorities in particular states. This is why it might be useful to look at the 

most general elements of the idea of a welfare state which cannot be abandoned when 

moving to the concept of “social Europe”. I have in mind  exactly those elements which 

currently lead to differences between the Member States. Those differences  depend on 

the internal regulations which are turning the idea of a welfare state into specific norms 
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of social policy. What are, then, the necessary elements of the idea of a welfare state? It 

seems that this idea implies the following general regulations:  

a) a scheme of redistribution of wealth,  

b) a recognition of responsibility of a state for the welfare of people,  

c) specified rights of citizens, 

d) the norms of inclusion and exclusion which regulate who in a particular 

society is     

     entitled to what .   

In fact the ideas of social Europe and welfare state contain  the same elements . 

Also, those concepts are just a framework for a policy,  and not the policy itself. All 

controversies and differences in social policies between member States have been 

caused by the details of this regulations such as the level of taxing, the level of 

minimum wages, the rules of granting unemployment benefits and duration and level of 

payments, retirement pension system, health services, insurance system and so on.   

Economic disparities between the Member States would continue to affect such 

regulations. How far and on what basis can European Union intervene in order to 

guaranty that they still remain within “European social model “? This is exactly when 

Open Method of Coordination proved to be helpful (Heidenreich and Zeitlin, 2009).  It 

is interesting how OMC  became a substitute of an institution. After all in its starting 

point it accepts existing legal situation which does not allow direct intervention of the 

Union into social matters unless human rights are violated. The essence of the 

procedure is a kind of proposal which cannot be refused. It is called a “method” , it 

appeals for “coordination” and it   is “open”.  OMC is just a way to engage Member 

States into common work towards common objectives, standards and practices which 

can be achieved thanks of organized mutual learning. It is expected that this way this 

procedure, although in a slow way, will bring the EU to the common welfare regime 

that would make Europe a “social Europe”.  

The question is whether OMC , with all its ingenuity, is enough to make an 

effective social policy of the EU a reality. Whether substitute can be an adequate 

measure to take place of an institutional solution. As it looks like what needs  to be 

“europeanised”  are exactly details of social policy which most Member States want to 
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keep among their competences. How to move forward in this situation? The answer to 

this question concludes the present paper. 

 

Conclusion 

The development of the EU social policy is closely linked to the development of 

its  governance system and political form. The current inefficiency of its social policy 

can be attributed to the present division of competences according to which the decisive 

role belongs to the Member States governments. National politicians,  in their struggle 

for power,  are profiting from the overwhelming believe of their electorate in the role of 

a nation state in taking responsibility for their welfare. In effect, the idea of a welfare 

state works as a barrier for the development of the EU social policy which is lacking  

necessary instruments. There is still more serious result of this situation. Domestic 

politics of the Member States is predominantly centered on local matters while the 

success of the EU (and in effect its members States) depends on taking into 

consideration competitiveness of the Union‟s economy on the global scene. Since the 

adequate social policy is supposed to serve greater cohesion of the EU and  improve 

effectiveness of labor, imposing in this area common normative framework would be 

beneficial for the global position of the EU economy.  Of course, such a normative 

framework can still respect some national specificities, for example in the prioritization 

of social objectives as Bent Greve suggested.  

In order to achieve this situation European Union needs to increase its political 

integrity.  The idea of the welfare state can be turned into common  European norms of 

social policy only by moving some decision making in this area from the nation state to 

the supranational organs of the EU. The common EU norms in social matters can in the 

Member States result in the comparable instruments of social policy, for example in the 

rules of setting retirement and unemployment benefits. Such comparability - along with 

the EU fiscal discipline – is imperative if solidarity is to be the leading principle in the 

Union.  

Therefore, the EU needs deeper political integration  which would allow more 

competences of its supranational organs as well as its most democratic institution, that 

is European Parliament . Also, the intergovernmental position of the European Council 
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could be counterbalanced  by introducing a direct, common election of the President of 

this institution.  
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